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n have your dollars and use them too .
by participating in the new Rollins Pooled Life Income Fund. This is an irrevocable trust
from which you and other designated beneficiaries receive income for life with the principal
ultimately being released to the College. A life income gift has been described by Conrad
Teitell, the tax authority, as "exquisitely attractive."
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WHAT ARE THE ADVANTAGES TO YOU?
—Receive quarterly income payments for the rest of your life
—Gain a hedge against inflation in a rising market.
—Obtain income tax deduction, based on age and sex of beneficiaries (special benefit
during fund's first three years).
—Avoid all capital gains tax with gifts of long-term, appreciated securities.
—Increase income if stocks paying low dividends donated.
—Secure professional management without cost to you.
—Achieve greater diversity than you could obtain as an individual investor
—Remove assets from your estate with resulting tax savings.
—Have satisfaction of making a significant investment in the future excellence of Rollins
WHAT ARE THE ADVANTAGES TO ROLLINS?
—Build the College's endowment.
—Help the President and Trustees in future planning.
—Inspire other donors.
*>

ouldn t you like to have your dollars and use them too
and help Rollins College at the same time?
For details about how the Rollins Pooled Income Fund relates to your situation send the
birthdate and sex of possible beneficiaries to Elizabeth Brothers, Associate Vice President
for Development, Rollins College, Winter Park, Florida 32789, (305) 646-2606. Information will be cheerfully provided without obligation and in confidence,
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Letter to a Graduate
May I 1983
Rollins College
BY DIANA CHRISSIS '83

Dear Laura,
It has been four years since we
graduated from Big Foot High School,
The Boonies, Wisconsin. You headed
west and I flew south—giggling the whole
time thinking about admissions
counselors' reactions to the name of our
illustrious school! I do not think we were
aware of the impact that the coming four
years would have on the two of us.
During orientation in the Fall of '79,
Dr. Dan DeNicola, Dean of the Faculty,
addressed my class. He urged us to think
about what our four years at Rollins
would do to us, rather than for us,
explaining, "What you get out of the
liberal arts education is yourself
transformed." How right he was . . .
Rollins has been a big change from life
as we knew it in Wisconsin. I've been
surrounded by surf boards, bare feet,
pink and green, long oak tables
(sometimes with the professor perched on
top) and people pulling all-nighters. The
smell in the air is that of Hugh McKean's
orange trees and Native Tan. I've been
excited, filled with mid-term anxiety and
have genuinely felt a part of the Rollins
family.
Within the family there are
overachievers, underachievers, "dead
heads," foreigners, domestics (mostly
from the East and South), air heads,
studious scholars, beach bums, jocks and
normal people like you and me! I have
learned to accept all these people, work
with them and live with them. Change
number one at Rollins. Touche.
Another challenge that Rollins has
presented me is academics. While
fulfilling requirements (good ole liberal
arts), building a major and minor, I've
been able to study overseas and take
courses covering material I was lacking
in—that's what my parents said . . . The
criss-crossing applications of what I've
learned in the different areas of the
College is the essence of the liberal arts.
But I've encountered frustration in that
the more I learn, the more ignorant I
feel. After 16 years of yellow school
buses and blue books, I feel as if I have
just begun. Change number two.
This academic framework has also
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the environment at Rollins would do to
Have you ever spoken to any of your
alumni? A short while ago I had a
chance to talk to some of our 50-year
alums. Their memories of their
experiences at Rollins brought tears to
my eyes, as they struck upon
some of my own feelings.
Jr E A[_
\
^ey a'l a8reed that all a
student could ask for was
here at Rollins—but one
must work for it. And as
you and I reminisce about
our college days 50 years
from now, I am sure we will
feel the same way. So, I leave
my alma mater feeling very
excited about what I have
learned (and have yet to learn) and
what Rollins has helped me accomplish.
There is so much more waiting for you
given me the tools to analyze Rollins as
and me out there in the "real world"—
an institution. I am grateful that my four
although I feel that we have been a part
years here have been full of change and
of the real world all along. We have
progress, and that I have been a part of
again been given a great challenge: to
that change. As editor of the Sandspur, I
see what can be done with our $35,000
was constantly studying and appraising
liberal arts educations. But to receive
all aspects of the College—the best and
our B.A.'s we must pass our finals—
the worst. The changes made in all areas
so study hard and I'll see you when
of the College forced me to examine why
we get home. Who knows where we'll
they were made and how they would
go from there.
benefit the community, especially the
students. Again, I had to consider what
Love,
Diana

The Career Search
Some tips for recent graduates
BY WILLIAM M. GRAVES, JR. '77

William M. Graves, Jr. '77, Vice President
and General Manager of Brandon ChryslerPlymouth, Inc., led a new management team
to record profits representing a fivefold
increase over 1981 figures. The dealership
posted the best year in its nine-year history.
Graves, who trained with the Russ Darrow
Group in Wisconsin, is a graduate of the
Dealer Candidate Academy of the National
Automobile Dealers Association. Prior to
entering the automobile business, he worked
his way through Rollins College selling for the
Electrolux Co. and winning a company
scholarship in addition to an Algernon Sydney
Sullivan scholarship. Following graduation
from Rollins' Roy E. Crummer School of

Business with an M.B.A. degree, Graves
became branch sales manager of the
Claremont, NH branch of Electrolux. His
branch placed sixth nationally, and he ranked
eleventh among branch managers in October
1978. The performance of his newly-hired
salespeople earned him a place in the
Electrolux Management Hall of Fame,
Stamford, CT.
Graves lives in Brandon, Florida, with his '
wife, Beverly Vaughn '77, and sons, Will III
and Reid. When not on the job at the
dealership, he enjoys speaking to groups
interested in career planning.
According to Graves, key characteristics
nurtured in the educational process are
significant in determining an individual's
success in seeking employment. This
enthusiastic young manager firmly believes
that his strong preparation at Rollins College
has provided him with the necessary tools to

succeed in whatever field he chooses. Further,
he attributes his personal career search success
to a broad liberal arts experience, a good
attitude, hard work and sales prowess. Graves
maintains that one need only learn some
rudimentary rules of the sales profession in
order to succeed in any career endeavor in
which one may partake. What follows is
practical insight into the factors which spell
success.
Your success in obtaining the job you
want is directly related to your
success in selling yourself. Regardless of
aptitude, you are well on your way to a
career opportunity of some sort based
Will Graves
upon your good attitude alone. Most
companies train new recruits . . . you
communication requirements were neatly
need only follow instructions and absorb
sidestepped to make way for individuals
what you are taught. Personal
with high technical aptitude and fair
characteristics and communicative skills
have more to do with your success on the
communicative skills.
A commonly-held belief is that a broad
first job than any special skill. The
liberal arts education enriches the quality
Rollins educational process helps develop
of one's life at the expense of the quality
these attributes.
of one's livelihood. This could not be
Rollins College strives to turn out
objective, logically-minded individuals
further from the truth. While it may be
true that the stated purpose of a liberal
who possess high achievement needs
arts education is not necessarily to
linked to both personal and societal
goals. In keeping with this end, Rollins
prepare an individual for a specific
career, a broad educational experience is
seeks to educate the whole individual
with an increased awareness of the world
often the most marketable feature an
around while emphasizing the importance
individual can offer an employer. The
of specific goal commitment. Goalliberal arts graduate has learned how to
learn. What more could an employer ask
oriented individuals who possess good
attitudes, excellent oral and written
for?
communicative skills, the capacity for
Employers rarely look for a finished
working well with other people and
product. Rather, they seek to recruit
sincere desire to work hard are prime
individuals who possess certain attributes
candidates for successful careers. The
which may be more fully developed to
Rollins experience instills these
the mutual benefit of the employer and
the employee. Employers are wise to the
characteristics in individuals ... a fact
that does not go unnoticed by graduate
fact that experience often brings bad
habits. The ambitious, hard-working selfschools and employers alike.
The Rollins curriculum teaches
starter will, with proper training,
outperform the more experienced recruit
individuals how to develop skills to think
the majority of the time. The key is for
critically, analyze data by sifting out
irrelevant information, formulate ideas
the new recruit to effectively market his
clearly and use these skills to make
attributes. Unfortunately, many capable
optimal decisions when confronted with a
liberal arts graduates fall short in this
problem. Other benefits of a Rollins
category due to the widespread belief that
education include strong leadership
liberal arts training leads to a dead end
abilities, a strong sense of moral
in the job market.
responsibility and the ability to budget
Your ability to market your attributes
time and organize work.
is the deciding factor in your success on
Of prime importance is the fact that
the job hunt. Impersonal as it may
Rollins students are exposed to a wide
sound, you are a product in the eyes of
variety of experiences both in and out of
your future employer. The quicker you
the classroom. Employers want wellcome to grasp with this fact, the better
rounded employees. In many instances
off you will be. The following outline
the subject matter studied becomes
describes how an individual looks to an
secondary to the learning process.
employer:
Employers seek individuals who have
1. Product = You
studied a body of knowledge and have
2. Benefits and Features = Educabeen able to communicate effectively
tion, Employment History
using that body of knowledge as the basis
and Accomplishments
for the communication. This is why
3. Price = Compensation received
English and theatre arts majors are
will always be in direct ratio to
exceptionally well-prepared for the job
the following:
hunt. Gone are the days when
a. Demand for what you do

b. Your ability to do it
c. Difficulty of replacing you
Ideally, you should "package" yourself
in such a way as to meet the needs of the
company to which you are applying. Save
the life history for patient family and
friends. Tell employers what you can do
for their organizations. In the automobile
business, we offer product benefits that
will appeal to the customer's needs rather
than bombard the customer with product
knowledge which may or may not pertain
to the customer's needs. Treat the job
hunt the same way. You are the product
offering benefits the employer needs to
purchase. List your accomplishments
which relate to the employer's needs.
Answer interview questions with a "cando" attitude. Be alert and enthusiastic.
Emphasize oral and written communicative skills. If you do not have them, take
a crash course with a willing English
teacher ... it is that important.
Simply stated, liberal arts skills are
crucial to your success in the job market.
Surprised? You are not alone. Rollins
College provides a fertile environment
designed to help you develop these skills.
Your attitude and persistent determination
will be the deciding factors in how far
you go with your skills. Isn't it reassuring
to know that your Rollins educational
experience has served the twofold
purpose of enriching your life and
providing you with the tools necessary to
land the career of your choice? □
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Mapping business
takes Kip Willet '64
throughout the
Third World
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Have you ever had two days' notice
to be ready to travel to Nigeria to
investigate an application for a loan from
the World Bank, one purpose of which
was to establish a national population
estimation based on a house count,
derived from photography taken from
high flying aircraft? Kip Willett has. But
he was a long time getting there: roughly
a bit over forty years, having been born
one year after Pearl Harbor, happily
married in 1967, and produced one son,
now aged eight. He knows two good
reasons why in 1960 he chose Rollins
College: one, it had, then, only
intramural football—for he had had it
with playing high school football and
with bouts with pneumonia following
every season; but the second reason, far
more important, was that Rollins was a
small liberal arts college where classes
were small enough for the individual
instructor to care about each student, and
small enough for the student to
reciprocate. This last item was confirmed
from 1961 to 1963 when Kip was a
student assistant for the Departments of
Geography and Geology, during which
time he pursued a major field of study in
two areas: geography and human

relations. A member of the X-Club
fraternity, Kip enjoyed the social
experience at Rollins, as well as the
academics.
For six months following graduation,
Kip hiked and motored through Europe
and the Middle East, after which a
semester was spent in graduate studies in
urban and economic growth through the
Department of Geography at the
University of Cincinnati. Most of
1966-67 was spent in graduate studies in
the field of Development, through the
departments of geography, anthropology
and economics at George Washington
University.
During the years from 1963-74, in
between studies, Kip was involved in term
contracts with the Organization of
American States as a researcher and then
geographer for the Office of Regional
Development in Washington, D.C. and
Curitiba, Panama, Brazil. From mid-'74
on, Kip has worked as a geographic
consultant through an organization he
formed himself, enterpreneur-fashion,

Kip and an assistant inspect a
direct enter water flow dissipator
for the flush streams that
develop during the torrential
rains in Northwest Parana.

In his office on the 1,000 sq. ft. 3rd floor of
his historic home, Kip begins the long process
of creating a map.
entitled International Mapping Unlimited
(IMU), which has worked primarily for
the World Bank and the United Nations
Development Programs.
IMU operates under a basic concept
that if we as humans are to maintain and
improve the quality of our lives, an
increasing need exists for the Earth's
natural and human resources to be
properly surveyed, inventoried, monitored
and analyzed through the use of creative
mapping. With the objective of making
easier the transmittal of facts and
numerical figures of ground occurrences
to the decision makers of the world, IMU
has concentrated its efforts on this
process.
When Kip Willett was taking courses at
Rollins in psychology, sociology,
geography, economics, philosophy, and
English, he had no idea that his human
relations major and his B.A. degree
would even open the door to viewing the
Earth from space, through NASA's
Landsat (land satellite) imagery program.
IMU projects have been concentrated in
the Third World, including such allegedly
glamorous places as Nepal, Bhutan,
India, Peru and Malaysia. Other Third
World involvements have been in the
Philippines, Upper Volta, Indonesia,
Morocco, Bangladesh, Yemen and the
Sahel countries. These have occupied
most of his time since 1974.
Since 1979 he has been working

periodically on a World Bank book
entitled The World Bank's Remote
Sensing Experiences Over The Past
Decade, to be published this year in
Germany. He is most excited about this
publication; for many maps that were
never published for public institutional
use are displayed and discussed in this
work.
During the last five years, IMU
concentrated on the construction of
maps, technology transfer through the
establishment of Geographic Information
Systems in the Third World countries and
late in 1981 gained the sole distribution
rights to a select number of World Bank
maps, scientifically interesting to various
disciplines, which had never been made
publicly available before. These maps are
currently offered to universities, research
institutes and interested persons by IMU
at a very nominal charge. Kip feels the
dissemination of such information is
critically important to the world's
development.
There is more. With all that activity in
place, IFG-VERLAG, a semi-private
development planning group of West
Germany working in the Third World
countries, has made a similar
arrangement with IMU for the
distribution of their development oriented
thematic maps and reports, as well as the
Flying Camera— a publication which
shows most interesting views of the Earth
from both satellite and aircraft
platforms.
Besides being an extraordinarily
knowledgeable man about his own
business, IMU, Kip Willett has a human
and humane side as well. To give his
answers only, no IMU does not leave Kip
as much leisure time as he would like to
spend with his family, since the entire
firm consists of two—count 'em—two
people, Kip and Susan Willett, although
they do make time to enjoy the
Smithsonian Science and Technology/Air
& Space Museums and various
performances at the nearby Kennedy
Center. Yes, he is still convinced, about
twenty years after graduation from
Rollins, that a liberal arts, small college
education is what he will try to persuade
his son to achieve when the time comes
to do so.
Yes, Kip does wish he could have
taken more art courses at Rollins, as well
as religion and philosophy. No, he is not
fluent in any language but English,

though he works at it with Portuguese
and Spanish, while admitting that multilanguage fluency is advantageous. And,
like all the rest of us, he can't say
honestly that he would choose his Rollins
main course direction differently if he
could do it all over again—even with the
knowledge and wisdom he has since
gained about the world's population
growing at precipitous speed, devouring
the world's natural resources, which
becomes vividly evident through his
maps.
Kip has generously donated some
extremely valuable maps to the new Olin
Library at Rollins. These maps offer
remarkable insight into the Third World
countries to the economic decision-maker
needing this type of information—// he
takes the time to understand their utility.

□

BY JOHN BOWEN HAMILTON
Professor Emeritus of English
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Dean of College
named
Dr. Bari Jane Watkins, currently
Director of the Program on Women
at Northwestern University in Evanston,
IL, has been named Dean of the College
at Rollins.
Watkins, who graduated magna cum
laude and Phi Beta Kappa from Rice
University, holds graduate degrees from
Yale University where she was a
Woodrow Wilson Fellow. She will
assume her new post on August 1, 1983.
As Dean of the College, Dr. Watkins will
coordinate student services and academic
advising to the College's 1,350
undergraduate students. The Dean of the
College directs the activities of the
Admissions, Career Planning &
Placement, Academic Advising, Athletics,
Housing, Student Activities, Campus
Safety, Counseling, Health Services and
Student Financial Aid departments.
Dr. Watkins has an academic
background in history and has taught
courses in American Cultural History,
Women's History, The History of Social
Reform Movements and Religious
History. A Danforth Fellow at Yale for
five years, she has served on the
Danforth Fellowship planning and
selection committees.
Her dissertation at Yale was entitled
"The Professors and the Unions:
American Academic Social Theory and
Labor Reform, 1883-1915."
President Seymour, in making the
announcement of Dr. Watkins' selection,
said, "after a year-long search by our
faculty, student and staff committee, all
of us at Rollins are pleased that an
academic leader of Dr. Watkins' stature
and reputation has accepted our
invitation to develop new and expanded
learning programs for our undergraduate
students. Dr. Watkins leaves an
important position at Northwestern to
assume her new responsibilities here at
Rollins—the learning experience of our
students. We are confident she will
provide our community with valuable and
sensitive leadership."
Watkins will be the first Dean of the
College at Rollins to administer the
program as redefined during the
18-month college planning process
concluded in 1981. The College Planning
Committee, at that time, defined the new
Dean of the College position as one
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renovation of the second floor of
Carnegie Hall.
Senior Julie Willis, Alumni Relations
Chairman for the Sorority, presented the
gift to President Thaddeus Seymour on
behalf of the Gamma Gamma Chapter.
Renovation of Carnegie Hall, one of
the oldest buildings on the Rollins
campus, began last summer with the
reproduction of the original front
doorway, resulting in the uncovering of
some of the original woodwork. Work on
the second floor is scheduled to begin
this summer.

Contributors attend
recognition dinner
Dr. Watkins

"which combines traditional student
affairs functions with such academic
matters as: academic advisement,
probation and dismissal, admissions,
freshman orientation, etc." The Planning
Committee indicated the new position
was intended "to provide a holistic
approach to the undergraduate experience
at Rollins."
Dr. Roland Goddu, Dean of the
School of Education & Human
Development at Rollins, has been Acting
Dean of the College during the search.
He will continue with his duties in the
School of Education & Human
Development.
Dr. Watkins, 36, will visit the Rollins
College campus frequently during the
spring and anticipates her permanent
move following the Northwestern
University academic year which concludes
at the end of June.

Thetas give $1,885
toward renovation
of Carnegie
In celebration and appreciation of their
sorority's first 50 years on the Rollins
campus, the members of Kappa Alpha
Theta donated a gift of $1,885 to the
College on March 25, 1983. The gift was
made as a contribution toward the

More than 500 contributors to
Rollins College attended the annual
recognition dinner on Friday evening,
February 18. The "Supper and Show"
evening in the College's Enyart-Alumni
Field House, which was redecorated into
a lavish dining environment for the
occasion, featured entertainment
produced and performed by Rollins
College music and theater students.
"Since we last gathered here for dinner
one year ago," announced President
Seymour, "$7,321,998 has been given or
pledged to the academic objectives of this
College." Calling the figure an
"impressive endorsement of the liberal
arts college mission of Rollins," Seymour
pointed out that the dollars, besides the
giant $4.7 million grant for the new Olin
Library, "represent the continuing faith
in Rollins of thousands of alumni and
friends of the College."
The dinner followed the all-day Winter
Meeting of Rollins College Trustees, also
held on the campus. During the evening
affair, Mr. and Mrs. Frederick A. Hauck
of Cincinnati, Ohio and Winter Park
presented President Seymour with
$50,000 to match a grant from the Selby
Foundation of Sarasota, FL to fund
construction of and equip the Susan O.
and Frederick A. Hauck Biology
Research Facility & Greenhouse.
Representing the Selby Foundation was
Executive Director Robert Perkins, who
also presented a $50,000 check to
Seymour.
Honored as Trustees Emeriti were

retiring College Trustees William B. Mills
of Jacksonville and Harold Alfond of
Dexter, Maine. Mr. Mills, who has served
as Trustee for 30 years, was also honored
with the College's George Morgan Ward
Medal for unusual and extraordinary
service to Rollins.
Attending the dinner were individuals
who have given $100 or more to Rollins
development programs during the past
year. Those programs include The Rollins
Fund of alumni, individual and corporate
gifts, special "Friends" programs for the
Annie Russell Theatre, the Cornell Fine
Arts Center and the Music Department
and individual gift programs supporting
the Rollins athletic program and a variety
of scholarship funds.

Two major
pianists set for
Rollins
The Music Department of Rollins
College has announced that
internationally famous pianists Claude
Frank and Gary Graffman will
participate in the Music Department's
Affiliate Artist Program during the
1983-84 academic year.
The artists will conduct Master Classes
with Rollins music students, and Frank
has been scheduled for a recital on the
annual Rollins College Concert Series,

Sir Harold dies
Sir Harold Mitchell, Visiting Lecturer
at Rollins College for many years,
died on April 8, 1983. He was 83.
Mitchell, a member of the British
Parliament, lectured in business and
Caribbean affairs during annual visits to
the College beginning in 1964. Due to
health restrictions, his final lecture at
Rollins was in 1981.
Mitchell's daughter, Mrs. Mary-Jean
Mitchell Green, and her husband, Peter,
visited Rollins in February for dedication
of a portrait of Sir Harold. During the
visit, Mrs. Green announced a $200,000
gift to the College to establish the Sir
Harold Mitchell Fund for the purchase of
books and equipment in connection with
the Alfred J. Hanna Chair in Latin
American and Caribbean Studies at
Rollins.

Claude Frank

Gary Graffman

according to Music Department
Chairman Dr. William K. Gallo.
Frank, a student of world-renowned
pianist Arthur Schnabel, has received
critical acclaim for his performances
around the world, which have included
performances with leading orchestras as
well as solo concerts. He annually
performs on tour in the United States,
Europe and South America. One of his
outstanding achievements is the bestselling RCA recording of the 32
Beethoven Sonatas, "the first complete
cycle ever to be recorded by an American
pianist," according to Columbia Artists
Management, Inc. Frank will perform in
Winter Park on March 25, 1984 in the
Rollins College Concert Series and will

conduct Master Classes with Rollins
music students and pianists from the
community on November 3, 1983; March
26, 1984; and April 27, 1984.
Graffman, described by Newsweek
magazine as "one of the great living
pianists," will conduct Master Classes at
Rollins on January 12 and 13, 1984.
Graffman made his debut at the age of
18 with Eugene Ormandy and the
Philadelphia Orchestra. He has
performed on the concert stage ever
since. His recordings of concertos by
Tchaikovsky, Rachmaninoff, Prokofieff,
Brahms, Chopin and Beethoven with the
orchestras of New York, Philadelphia,
Cleveland, Chicago and Boston have
been acclaimed as definitive, and one of

' ■*
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(L-R) President Seymour, artist Lauren Cole, Mrs. Mary-Jean Mitchell Green, Peter Green
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his most recent albums, featuring
Gershwin's Rhapsody in Blue with Zubin
Mehta and the New York Philharmonic,
became the best-selling disk ever made by
that orchestra.
Both artists, in cooperation with
Rollins Associate Professor of Music Dr.
Sylvia Reynolds, will be teaching and
performing on a new Steinway concert
grand piano recently given to Rollins
College.

The Gregorian
Collection of
Oriental Rugs
by Laurie Adams Rankin '74
From March 4 through April 17,
selected oriental rugs from the
private collection of Mr. Arthur T.
Gregorian were exhibited at the Cornell
Fine Arts Center under the sponsorship
of its "Friends." Mr. Gregorian, who
has been buying, selling, writing,
lecturing, and teaching for nearly 50
years, is an acknowledged expert who, as
the unofficial cultural ambassador from
the historical rugmaking capitals of the
world, shares his love of the living
heritage of oriental rugs. Activities
associated with the exhibit included
lectures by Mr. Gregorian and his
daughter, Joyce Gregorian; the opening
night reception honoring the Gregorian
family; and the rug clinic held in
Crummer Auditorium, where Mr.
Gregorian identified the style,
workmanship, and age of oriental rugs
brought in by alumni and local residents.
The twenty-seven rugs exhibited at
Cornell showed a wide range of ages,
patterns, and motifs to highlight the
extraordinary variety, beauty, liveliness,
and durability of oriental rugs. The
Gregorians' private collection,
representing this fast disappearing ancient
art, consists of almost 400 museum
quality rugs that exemplify the historical
migration of rugmaking from Chinese
Turkestan to Central Asia, the Caucasus,
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Persia, and Anatolia. Selections from the
collection are shown 3 or 4 times a year,
usually at colleges. As Mrs. Gregorian, a
Wellesley alumna, says, "by going to
colleges, we try to cultivate the next
generation, make them more
knowledgeable, help them understand and
appreciate."

Oriental Rug Identification Clinic
One of the most illuminating activities
associated with the Gregorian Collection
exhibit was the rug identification clinic.
Nearly 60 rugs were brought in, many in
styles and patterns of which Mr.
Gregorian was unable to show his own
examples, due to space limitations at
Cornell. The fee of $5 per rug was
donated to the Friends of the Cornell
Fine Arts Center by Mr. Gregorian.
Though he had not previewed the rugs,
Mr. Gregorian quickly identified each by
style or village, by age, workmanship,
and relative rarity. In several instances,
he noted a rug as museum quality, and in
the case of a wonderful silk rug nearly
175 years old, recommended it go to a
museum so it could be preserved and
shared.
The audience, free to ask questions
throughout, asked him how he could
identify the patterns so easily. Smiling, he
replied that he did not have to examine
his brother up close to recognize him in a
crowd. Mr. Gregorian did not hesitate
even when making complex
identifications, as in the case of rugs
whose patterns were typical of one tribe
or area, but whose workmanship was
characteristic of another. For those who
were unable to attend, but wish they
could have, here are some excerpts from
the knowledge Mr. Gregorian shared.
• Traditional oriental rugs are hand-knotted
on primitive looms by villagers or nomadic
tribespeople. The work is tedious and time
consuming; many hours go into even the
smallest rug. Modern rugs often copy old
patterns, but whether hand knotted or machine
woven, most lack the variations of color and
pattern that give the older rugs their charming
individuality.
* Irregularities of color, pattern, and shape in
many rugs are the result of their having been
woven by people who carried patterns in their
heads or made them up as they worked,
changing colors according to what was
available at the moment. Often, a number of
people would work on one rug, each doing the
same pattern slightly differently, some weaving
more tightly or loosely, or favoring one color
over another, the variations creating a lively
spontaneity in the finished rug.

• Unevenness within areas of color in older
rugs comes from the wool having been dyed in
small lots, where some lots take the dye better
than others. Portions that received less dye
fade more, accentuating the variations in time.
• In a rug where the black wool has worn
down more than the wool of other colors, it is
because iron pyrite used in the black dye has
oxidized, causing some fiber breakdown. Wool
from black sheep, which wears and fades
much less, remains vividly black in otherwise
worn and faded areas.
• "Painted" rugs are recognized by comparing
the shades of red and blue on the back of the
rug with those on the front (nap). If the front
has more color, it was dyed to make the rug
more fashionable and saleable, a practice
begun in 1924. Rugs that have not been
painted retain more intrinsic value.
• Latex should never be put on the back of a
rug to prevent fraying or skidding; it hardens
with age, and lessens the value of the rug. If
the rug is fraying, have the edges overcast
stitched. Do not have the fringe replaced, as
that also reduces the value.
• Rugs should be cleaned regularly. Woolite,
soap, or mild detergent are all acceptable,
though with more recent rugs whose dyes
might run, a mild shampoo may be best. Take
the rug outside, hose it down well, and work
the soap in. Rinse to get the dirt out, but it
doesn't hurt to leave in a little soap. Then
leave the rug face down in the sun till almost
completely dry; let it finish drying face up for
the last 15 minutes only.

The Rollins College Division of
Continuing Education offers a
20% TUITION DISCOUNT to
persons holding a degree from any
Rollins program. In addition,
alumni are not required to pay a
program application fee. An
official transcript must be
presented at registration in order
to receive the discount.

Rollins College "Passes in Review
Eleven years on the Rollins College
campus may not seem to be an
inordinate length of time. But for one
who in his previous career of 30 years as
a Marine Officer, spent at more than 20
places (to include Guam, Okinawa,
China, Japan, Korea, Spain, the
Philippines, Hawaii, Cuba, Vietnam—and
of course the Pentagon), eleven years in
Winter Park has been the most gratifying
and satisfying reward possible. Usually,
upon completion of his military career,
the retiring officer is honored at a parade
at which the officers and men of his
command "Pass in Review" as the retiree
relives a career of memories. Retiring
from a teaching career at Rollins is no
different. During these last years many
memories of the College have "Passed in
Review." Therefore, in response to Bill
Gordon's kind invitation to share my
recollections with the alumni and friends
of Rollins, I am pleased to do so as I say
"Thanks, Rollins, for the finest career
possible."
The greatest memories any teacher can
treasure are those of his students. The
greatest pride and privilege a teacher can
have is to share in the success of his
students. Rollins has given me that
opportunity by providing students who
were serious about studying the Russian
language, were inspiring in the classroom,
and who went on to use the Rollins
experience in their personal and
professional lives. By remembering us
with whom they shared this campus
experience, they encourage us all the
more through letters from graduate
school, invitations to weddings, news of
new job assignments and a visit when
they come back to Rollins. There is no
doubt in my mind that the most valuable
contributions I made to the education of
our students were through the Winter
Term Programs in the Soviet Union. The
students went to learn and learn they did;
they went to find out about the Russian
students and they did find out; they went
as Americans and they came back the
"best Americans possible." Throughout
our recent trip (January 1982) many
Soviets approached and asked, "Who are
these beautiful, well mannered, well
dressed children?" (They call anyone
under 25 children.) "Are the girls from
Hollywood?" (Most all Rollins girls are
beautiful.) I could respond with pride,
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"They are American students. They are
from Rollins College in Florida." I am
sure the memories of that trip will remain
with our 29 students forever and be a
part of the "experience" that will mellow
in their productive lives.
I have often been asked by others how
our students compare with the students
on other campuses. I feel that Rollins has
more "average students" than our other
Florida private or public institutions. We
do have a good group (though a
minority) of students who have the
capability and the desire to excell, and
they do excell. We have a group of about
the same size who after four years at
Rollins still haven't learned to study,
haven't established sound priorities for
life, still lack strong personal habits to
assure stability. They didn't gain the
interest on their investment because they
failed to work for it, to develop it. The
strength of Rollins is in the success of
the majority of its students—students
who I found met the competition of
rush, participated in varsity or intramural
sports, ran for student elections, found
time for chapel, enjoyed the weather and
still did their papers and classroom
assignments well. To them Rollins was a
partner, a place where they could come
and learn, grow and share the fun of
being with fine fellow students, attentive
administrators and a faculty that cared.
With a caring wife as well, I have had
the pleasure of having our Russian
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students in our home for dinner at least
twice each year. This added to the
opportunity to know each and for them
to know that they had a "home away
from home." Each of these students 1
have known today "Passes in Review"
with me.
The faculty at Rollins is a truly
professional, competent faculty. I can
make the honest statement that there has
not been a single member of this faculty
I have met whom I did not like. Perhaps
some "more than others," but all
appeared to share in the pleasure of
being at Rollins (we know this from the
low turnover rate) and worked at making
being at Rollins pleasant for the others.
This is a busy faculty. We work on
committees of college governance, direct
independent studies, meet with local
community groups and still try to find
extra time for the students. I am most
proud to have been a member of such a
faculty and leave only because I feel this
Rollins experience should be shared by
another. I am confident that he/she will
enjoy it as well.
Dr. Jack Critchfield was the first
administrator I met. As President of
Rollins, Jack represented to me
competence in his profession, dedication
to his job and profound interest in the
students and faculty. President Thad
Seymour and his administration have
proven the same to me. I can state that I
have never been turned down in any
request made to the administration, never
failed to gain the opportunity to discuss a
problem. As Chairman of the Foreign
Language Department over the past three
years I have visited the "Pink Palace" on
almost a daily basis. I have never gone
away discouraged or disappointed. I
know that the job of an administrator is
not an easy one (perhaps that is why I
have averted every offer to join the
administration). However, in
"administering the College" the
administrators bring students and faculty
together for a common purpose so that
on Commencement Day, when the Alma
Mater is sung for the last time, the true
value of Rollins College is best known.
On this Commencement Day, 1983, I
shall be most proud to join our students,
our faculty and administration—to "Pass
in Review" for the last time. Thank you,
ROLLINS. □
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Sports Hall of Fame inductees: (L-R) Nancy Corse Reed '55 for Dodo
Bundy Cheney '45, Frank Barker '52, Ginny Mack and Steve Combs
'66 for Bob Richardson.

Members of the Class of '33, wearing their 50-year medallions: (L-R)
Will Rogers, Don Fisher, Dan Contini.

REUNION
25th Anniversary Class of '58: (L-R) Suzanne
Digre Latimer, John Gavin, Roberta Marling
Morris.

Baseball Hall of Famer Bob Feller at the Annual
Athletic Breakfast.

(L-R) "Dickie" Dickson Colado '23 and Lucy
Greene Woolston '36.

(L-R) Front row: Susan Carter Ricks '65, Morna Ruud Robbins '67, Sally
Shinkle Combs '67, Sharon Siegener '66, Virginia Mendinhall Barden '66.
Back row: Mariellen Mercke Hirsch '63, Suzy Probasco Thompson '68,
Judy Jones Gordon '63, Pam Dixon Harris '67.
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Sally McDowall admires a plaque donated to the
College in honor of her late husband, Coach Jack
McDowall.

(L-R) Ibby MacLeod Berggraaff '64, Gwyne E. Godtel '63, Marjory McMichael
Pickard '30, Reunion Chairman Jan Farnsworth '65. Front- Sara Parkey
Knutton '64.

The Class of '33

Reflections on a 50th Reunion
Moss still drips from the oaks and
pines. The waters of Lake Virginia
still sparkle. Students still loll on the
greensward of the Horseshoe, getting
suntanned. Such familiar sights washed
away the years for a member of the Class
of 1933 attending the 50th Reunion.
Twenty-three of us, including three
from distant California and two from
Maine, turned up for the gathering
March 25-27. It started auspiciously for
me when I went to the Alumni House to
register. A couple on the way out hailed
me, and we clasped hands for the first
time in five decades: Ruth and Jim
Ottaway, whose college interest in
journalism and careers in newspapering
coincided, timewise, with mine.
That evening, we all enjoyed a
candlelight dinner with President
Seymour and his Polly in the Cornell
Fine Arts Center, one of the new
buildings. Portraits of worthies who lived
200 years ago gazed benevolently on the
festive group. George Carrison told of
building a house on his waterfront farm
in South Carolina. Kay Hara Howe
bubbled like champagne, as usual. Each
classmate seemed unchanged in spirit—
mellowed a bit.
Next morning, on the way to an

"Alumni College" session, I found half a
dozen classmates clustered on the Walk
of Fame. They were hearing Bill Miller,
who was president of the student body in
1933 and now serves on the college's
board of trustees, describe the new
library to open in the fall of 1984, thanks
to $4.7 million from the Olin
Foundation. The site will be cleared by
razing Knowles Hall, which was the first
building on the campus, dedicated March
9, 1886, destroyed by fire Dec. 2, 1909,
and replaced by Andrew Carnegie and
the widow of donor Francis B. Knowles.
As I strolled toward Knowles Hall, I
recalled an incident there in my first year
at Rollins during a recess at midpoint of
our two-hour classes. We had come out
of a biology class to take the fresh air,
some to smoke. I fell into conversation
with a young man who remained a close
friend throughout my college days.
At the end of Elizabeth Brothers' class
on "How to Win the Money Game," I
headed for the Kappa Alpha Theta
house. Members were waiting for rides to
the Citrus Club for a gala luncheon
celebrating the 50th anniversary of
Gamma Gamma chapter. I had been
given my 50-year pin at a Founders Day
lunch in Coral Gables.
The six tennis courts were all busy. So
was the baseball field, where crimson
flowers of flame-vine brightened the
chain-link fence. As I walked past,
someone actually yelled, "Batter up!"
Blue and gold were plentiful at the
annual meeting luncheon in the EnyartAlumni Field House. Blue pennants
swayed from the white rafters. Goldwrapped pots of yellow mums centered
the blue tablecloths of two dozen round

tables. Plaques and awards were handed
out. President Seymour reminded us
there were 954 days to the centennial of
Rollins. All eyes misted during the
closing tribute to the memory of Coach
Jack McDowall.
I missed the Pioneer Luncheon on
Sunday because a guest from England
had only that day to see Epcot. Kay
Howe kindly took over the chore of
reporting the class gift, which drew 58
per cent participation and $14,128 up to
that time.
Time is the invisible guest at a 50th
Reunion. Those who attend enjoy one
another's company but remember sadly
that many have died or are unequal to
travel. The natural setting of Rollins
seems changeless. The years and good
maintenance have been kind to the
Mediterranean-styled red tile roofs and
pinnacles. Today's students will move on,
replaced by others. Time is a continuum. □

BY JEANNE BELLAMY '33
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The following six alumni have been named
as recipients of the 1983 awards of the
Rollins Alumni Association in recognition of
their outstanding accomplishments. Five of
the awards were presented on March 26
during Reunion weekend festivities. The
sixth, the Distinguished Alumnus Award, will
be presented to Thomas V. DiBacco on May
22 during the Rollins Commencement
exercises. We asked each award recipient to
comment on several subjects. Their remarks
follow.

JONATHAN D. DARRAH '64
Alumni Achievement Award
for service to the Peace Corps and dedication to the
strengthening of international relations
Like his father, Dean Theodore Darrah, Jon Darrah has spent most
of his career in service of his fellow man. He joined the Peace Corps
after his graduation from Rollins and continued
with the organization until 1971. He then spent
several years in Washington, working with the
National Urban Coalition, Harris for President
Campaign and Family Health Care. After a
brief tenure as Assistant Dean for International
Affairs at Florida International University, Jon
went off to Vermont to enter private business.
He returned to the Peace Corps in 1975 and currently serves the organization as Country Direc. ■•*•
tor of Thailand.

ON THE VALUE OF A LIBERAL ARTS EDUCATION: "The
liberal arts graduate is one of the few people in our society whose
education has given him the range and depth needed to understand
problems and arrive at their solutions. A liberal arts education
develops a thought process, the ability to cultivate ideas and apply
them. It fosters in an individual the qualities necessary to provide
leadership and direction. I'm not saying that the specialist doesn 't
have a place in society—I feel that the good liberal arts grad who
goes on to specialize in something is the ideal person."
ON HOW YOUR ROLLINS EDUCATION HELPED
PREPARE YOU FOR YOUR CAREER: "My Rollins education
provided me with an excitement about ideas and synthesizing those
ideas to try to bear in on solutions and understand why things are
the way they are, kindling in me a lifelong interest in this process.
A liberal arts education plants the seeds, gives one the tools so that
the process of learning can go on through one's lifetime. Rollins
also gave me one very important skill that I find lacking in so
many of today's college graduates—the ability to write the English
language and express myself. "
ON THE LIFE OF A PEACE CORPS DIRECTOR: "A country
directorship is one of the most fulfilling jobs a person at my age
and point in life could have in that it calls on all parts of me
virtually every day. In any one day I might deal with anything from
the budget to getting a spare part for a car. That's part of the fun
of it and also part of the madness. For a person with a generalist
background, it's an ideal job."
ON YOUR MOST MEMORABLE ROLLINS EXPERIENCE:
"Being a faculty brat,' I go back with Rollins to 1947. One
memorable experience was going with my brother to visit old
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Hamilton Holt when he lived at what the McKeans now call
Windsong. Holt had a game he always played with kids—he'd take
a coin out of his change purse and put it in his hand, and if you
could guess what it was, he'd give it to you. We got my brother to
guess—he guessed right and got the nickel. My brother then spotted
the on-off faucet for the entire sprinkler system right next to Holt's
wheelchair and dared him to turn it on, whereupon Holt reached
over, turned it on and got us all wet. I always admired the spunk in
that!"

ADIS M. VILA '74
Alumni Achievement Award
as an outstanding young alumna
While at Rollins, Adis Vila was elected to the Order of Libra, served
on the Chapel Staff and chaired the Student Court. At her
commencement, she was awarded the Algernon
Sydney Sullivan Medallion for outstanding
scholarship, leadership and service. While attending law school at the University of Florida,
Adis was awarded a Rotary Foundation
Graduate Fellowship to study international law
at the Graduate Institute of International
Studies in Geneva, Switzerland, where in 1976
she received a diploma with high honors. After
completing her Juris Doctor degree with honors
in 1978, she began the practice of law in her
hometown of Miami, where she is active with several professional
organizations. An active alumna, Adis has worked with alumni in both
Miami and Washington and is a member of the Rollins Alumni Council. The highlight of her career occurred this year when, from over 1,800
applicants, she was selected as one of 14 White House Fellows. This
is a high honor and a distinguished recognition.

ON THE VALUE OF A LIBERAL ARTS EDUCATION: "A
liberal arts education prepares a student for life—a different goal
than preparing a student for a job or a profession. I am glad I
pursued courses in political science, economics and French while at
Rollins and I am grateful I was not required to stay within the
confines of the Bush Science Center as might have been expected of
a math major in a more technical university. Abraham Lincoln
encountered numerous failures in business and politics, yet history
tells us he was very dedicated to reading books. A critic once asked
him if all that education he was getting from reading was of any
value given that he had never earned a decent living. Lincoln's
response was: "Education is not given for the purpose of earning a
living; it's learning what to do with a living after you earn it that
counts. " A liberal arts education taught me to appreciate 'living.' "
ON HOW YOUR ROLLINS EDUCATION HELPED
PREPARE YOU FOR YOUR CAREER: "During my four years at
Rollins I learned a lot of substance; but most importantly, I
accepted for the first time that as long as I live I will want to keep
learning. The legal profession lends itself very well to this
philosophy of education; for as the law changes, lawyers must
familiarize themselves with the changes in order to effectively serve
their clients. The people skills I learned while at Rollins and during
my tour guiding days at Walt Disney World prepared me well for
lawyering. Lawyers must develop business and clearly communicate
with their clients in order to keep them. Rollins offered me a fine
opportunity to develop interpersonal skills and take initiatives. "
ON THE LIFE OF A WHITE HOUSE FELLOW: "The life of a
White House Fellow is busy, exciting, frustrating, rewarding, tiring
and most importantly, long-lasting. Although the program lasts
only 12 months, the education, both practical and theoretical, stays
with a Fellow throughout a lifetime. "
ON YOUR MOST MEMORABLE ROLLINS EXPERIENCE:
"My most memorable Rollins experience was reading the biography
of Algernon Sydney Sullivan and receiving a medallion established

in his honor at graduation. Mr. Sullivan's noble and persuasive
belief that success should be measured not on the things one does
but on the number of lives one touches sets a gold standard for me
to live by and continuously reminds me to smell the roses before
life passes me by. "

CHARLES E. RICE, JR. 64
Alumni Achievement Award
for outstanding achievement in banking and executive
management
Charlie Rice received the B.B.A. from the University of Miami and
went on to do graduate work at the Harvard Business School in the
^^^^__-_^
Advanced Management Program. He received
Jjt -M^_
the M.B.A. from Rollins in 1964. Since entering the field of banking in 1958, Charlie has progressed from a Vice President in the Barnett
Bank system to President of the Winter Park
affiliate. He joined Barnett Banks of Florida
in Jacksonville as an Executive Vice President
in 1971 and began his rise in the Barnett system,
becoming President and Chief Executive Officer
in 1979. Charlie is a Trustee of Rollins College
and a member of the Crummer Board of Overseers as well as many other boards and councils in Florida.

ON THE ROLLINS M.B.A. PROGRAM AND ITS
INFLUENCE ON YOUR BANKING CAREER: "The thesis topic I
selected while in the M.B.A. Program at Rollins was 'The
Desirability of Branch Banking in Florida.' My advisor in this
effort was Dr. Charles Welsh, the first dean of the Crummer
School of Finance and Business. Dr. Welsh was a source of
encouragement and support and was one of those persons I
remember well from my Rollins days. Through frequent personal
meetings, he advised me in a number of areas in addition to
directing my thesis. The depth of research required in the thesis and
in other studies at the Crummer School was influential in the
shaping of my subsequent banking career. It is interesting to note
that branch banking finally became a reality in Florida in 1977 and
Barnett was a leading advocate of the legislative changes required.
The case method of study employed in the M.B.A. Program proved
extremely helpful since it closely parallels real business problems
and underscores the fact that for most situations there are a
number of alternative solutions. In summary, Rollins gave me an
excellent preparation for the banking career path I selected. "

PAUL H. HARRIS 45
Alumni Achievement Award
for leadership in the field of coaching
During his coaching career at Rollins, Paul Harris has led his waterski teams to national rankings for 12 consecutive years. In
addition, he has watched proudly as his skiers
have established numerous regional and national records. His leadership characteristics
have made an indelible impression on those
students who have had the opportunity to
associate with him. A man of impeccable
character, a staunch advocate of the wholesome,
well-rounded liberal arts education, Paul has
been more than a coach: He has been a friend
to his athletes, an ambassador of intercollegiate
waterskiing, an ambassador of Rollins College.

ON THE VALUE OF A LIBERAL ARTS EDUCATION: "A
liberal arts education prepares a student for almost all situations
that he will face during his lifetime. In addition to academic
experience, it provides a valuable social experience which prepares
one for getting along with and understanding others after
graduation. A liberal arts education affords a solid foundation for
beginning a career."
ON HOW YOUR ROLLINS EDUCATION HELPED
PREPARE YOU FOR YOUR CAREER: "The above explains the
way in which my Rollins education prepared me for my two
careers—that as an Air Force Officer and as an educator and
coach."
ON THE LIFE OF A COACH: "It is rewarding to work with
team members who strive to be their best and to feel I have
contributed to their well-being and sense of fair play. There are
drawbacks in the field of coaching, such as time spent on scheduled
tournament trips and time spent worrying about athletes' grades."
ON YOUR MOST MEMORABLE ROLLINS EXPERIENCE:
"My most memorable Rollins experience was my marriage to Gail
(DeForest '46) in the Knowles Memorial Chapel. This is followed
by receiving the Alumni Achievement Award and the occasions of
receiving both my Bachelor's and Master's degrees from Rollins. "

MICHAEL L. MARLOWE 65
Alumni Service Award
for dedicated service to Rollins
Mike Marlowe received his J.D. from the University of Florida in 1968.
He is currently a partner in the law firm of Graham, Marlowe &
Appleton in Winter Park and is active in
numerous professional and community
organizations. Over the years, Mike has contributed his time and talents to Rollins in many
different ways. He served as the College's Director of Placement and Financial Aid from
1968-69 and was a member of the Alumni
Association Board of Directors from 1978-81,
serving as Association President in 1979-80. In
1980-81 he was the Association's Liaison with
the Development Committee of the Rollins College Board of Trustees. Mike has also been active as an alumni class
agent and area agent. He has been a valuable asset to the Alumni Association, the Administration and the students of Rollins College.

ON THE VALUE OF A LIBERAL ARTS EDUCATION: "A
liberal arts education is the cornerstone for a complete
understanding of our society and how we got here. A broad
education including not only 'how to' courses but also a
background in literature, history and the arts and sciences enables
an individual to be a more complete and well-rounded person and
gives him the tools to be a more effective contributor to the world
around him."
ON HOW YOUR ROLLINS EDUCATION HELPED
PREPARE YOU FOR YOUR CAREER: "The education received
at Rollins both in the classroom around a conference-style table
utilizing the Socratic method of teaching and outside the classroom
through the interaction of students, faculty and staff has assisted in
the foundation and defense of ideas and values."
ON THE LIFE OF A LAWYER: "The life of a lawyer is
exciting at times, mundane at times, frustrating at times. Law is
exciting because of new challenges that are presented with some
degree of regularity."
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THOMAS V. DIBACCO '59
Distinguished Alumnus Award
for his outstanding contribution to education
Tom DiBacco graduated with highest distinction from Rollins with
a B.A. in History and Government. While at Rollins, he was
selected for Who's Who in American Universities and Colleges and received the Algernon
Sydney Sullivan Scholarship Award, the Reeves
Scholarship Award and the Pi Gamma Mu
Scholarship Medal. He also won the L. Corrin
Strong Scholarship to study during the Summer
of 1958 at the University of Oslo, Norway. Tom
earned both an M.A. and a Ph.D. in American
History from The American University,
Washington, D.C. He served as Staff Assistant
to U.S. Senator Spessard L. Holland from
1959-64 and in 1963 began his teaching career at The American University, where he is currently Professor of Business Administration for the
Kogod College of Business Administration. In addition to his professorship, he served as Dean for Faculty Affairs from 1974-81. Tom is a
member of numerous professional organizations and is listed in Who's
Who Among Authors and Journalists, Who's Who in Education and
Who's Who in the East. His specialty is American History and American
Business History and he has published nearly 200 articles, many of which
have appeared in such prominent publications as The Washington Post,
Christian Science Monitor, Wall Street Journal, Baltimore Sun and The
Boston Globe.
ON THE VALUE OF A LIBERAL ARTS EDUCATION: "/
have yet to find anyone who has come up with a better idea than a
liberal arts education. My best graduate students over the years
have come from liberal arts colleges. Most employers can train new
employees in the technical areas in a few weeks, but they can't
replicate the four years of a liberal arts education. For they don't
have the time or luxury to expose employees to critical thinking,
human psychology, literature, art, or music—all of which provide
enormous insights into human experience."

ON HOW YOUR ROLLINS EDUCATION HELPED
PREPARE YOU FOR YOUR CAREER: "For me Rollins provided
a first-rate fare of liberal arts courses and faculty; it also blended
formal instruction with education and competition outside the
classroom. The results were breadth of knowledge and, most of all,
confidence. If you could play the Annie Russell Theatre with the
type of critical audience and directors that Winter Park always
seemed to maintain, you could make it on a lot of other stages. If
you could do reasonably well in Miss Shor's freshman biology class
and lab and ultimately take on Dean Darrah and Dr. Stone in the
Senior course, you felt prepared to move on. Of course, you didn't
have all the answers, but you knew which questions to ask."
ON THE LIFE OF AN HISTORIAN/WRITER: "1 love
writing. And I love incorporating my writing into the classroom
lecture. I was bitten by the writing bug when I wrote for the
Rollins Sandspur, which introduced me to the type of writing I find
most challenging. As a young professor, I went through the "trial
by scholarly writings" and was delighted to publish my first article
in Harvard's Business History Review. But I had fifteen pages to
make my point. In newspaper writing you 've got only 700 words,
sometimes less.
I devote a portion of each day to writing or "angling" a topic.
Marketing is critical in this business and often very time-consuming.
Then there is mail from readers, who rightly expect and receive an
individual reply. And phone calls—from a DiBacco in
Massachusetts (a relative, it turns out), from an octogenarian who
personally knew the subject of a column, or from a student who
hopes to write a term paper in an area referenced in another
column.
Each article is special yet guided by the same goal: it should
educate and entertain, touching our heads as well as our
emotions."
ON YOUR MOST MEMORABLE ROLLINS EXPERIENCE:
See "the last word," page 20, for Tom's reminiscences on his most
memorable Rollins experience—his last spring at Rollins.

IWi

Four inducted into
Hall of Fame
On Saturday, March 26, 1983
during the annual Athletic/Sports
Hall of Fame Breakfast, the following
four people were inducted into the
Rollins College Sports Hall of Fame:
Francis H. "Frank" Barker '52, for his
outstanding athletic ability and
achievements in the sport of basketball.
Dorothy "Dodo" Bundy Cheney '45,
for her outstanding achievements on the
tennis court and her indomitable will to
win.
Mary Virginia "Ginny" Mack,
Women's Tennis Coach, for her
outstanding leadership, coaching skills
and personal commitment to excellence in
performance on the athletic field and in
the classroom.
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Robert "Bob" Richardson, former
Sports Information Director, for his
outstanding contribution to the
development of statistical record-keeping
and promotion of athletics through the
news media.
Standing in for Dodo Cheney and Bob
Richardson, who were unable to attend
the ceremony, were Nancy Corse Reed
'55 and Stephen M. Combs '66,
respectively.

Trip to Greece,
Black Sea
A special event for Rollins alumni,
parents and friends will be a trip to
Greece and the Black Sea from August
29 to September 11, 1983. Join your
friends and fellow alumni and explore the
early civilizations and historic sites of the

Aegean and Black Seas on this unique
voyage.
For information, call Diana Johnson,
Alumni House, at (305) 646-2266.

Election results told
Alumni Association President Ron
Acker reported to the alumni
gathered at the Annual Meeting on
Saturday, March 26, 1983 the results of
the annual election for Directors of the
Association and Alumni Trustee to the
College.
Mrs. Dorothy Aubinoe Griffith '48 of
Miami was elected Alumni Trustee for a
period of three years beginning June 1,
1983.
Elected to the Board of Directors of

Development and College Relations; Miss
Elizabeth Brothers, Associate Vice
President for Development; and Mr.
William R. Gordon '51, Executive
Director of the Alumni Association.
Workshop coordinator was Mr. Ron
Acker '64, President of the Alumni
Association.
Following lunch with students, the
Council elected Edward Maxcy '66 as
Chairperson and Virginia Mendinhall
Barden '66 as Vice Chairperson.
The agenda of projects to be
accomplished during the coming year was
presented to the group. Council members
will enlist alumni in their assigned areas
to assist in developing and implementing
alumni relations programs. Student
recruitment, fund raising (financial
assistance to the College), alumni social
activities and creation of a "Rollins
Network" are priority items for each
area. Rollins President Thaddeus
Seymour and Ron Acker led the
discussion of goal-setting.
17 members of the 25-member Council
were present for the inaugural meeting.

the Alumni Association for a 3-year term
were David Hill Lord '69, Gerry
Langford Loudermilk '66, Daniel L. Carr
'64, Mitzi Mizener Andrews '31 and Nan
S. McHenry '76. Appointed to fill
vacancies on the Board created by
resignations were Bonnie D. Manjura '77
and Dennis J. Casey '63.

Alumni participate
in Tennis
Tournament
Former Rollins teammates John
Lowman '73, Blair Neller '74 and
Ted MacBeth '76, who won the
NCAA's in 1972, participated in the
Bucky Copeland Memorial Tennis
Tournament November 26-28 at
Sweetwater Oaks Country Club,
Longwood, FL. Partners Lowman and
Neller beat Rollins Assistant Tennis
Coach Mick Andrews '70 and
Raymond Green '82 in the first round,
then made it to the finals, where they
lost in a close match to current World
Junior College Champions Mike
Pinafore and Arke Svenson. The
runners-up donated most of their
winnings to the Bucky Copeland
Memorial Scholarship Fund at Rollins.
The annual tennis tournament
honors the memory of Alan Norman
"Bucky" Copeland '79, who was
killed in an automobile accident on
June 17, 1981.
John Lowman and Blair Neller have
been playing tournaments in the
Houston area, where John is Senior
Vice President with Security Pacific
Bank and Blair is First Vice President
with Lehman Brothers. Blair's wife,
Liz Potter Neller '74, accompanied her
husband to the Florida tournament.

Rollins College Club
of
New York
Schedule of events
May 11, 1983
Theatre Party
June, 1983
Picnic in Central Park
Rollins College Club of New York
155 East 50th St., New York, NY 10022
(212) 758-2684

Nicolette 78 wins
Bay Hill Classic
Club Meetings
PGA touring pro Mike Nicolette '78,
former Rollins All-American, was
the winner of this year's prestigious Bay
Hill Classic, March 10-13, in Orlando.
Nicolette, who shot 66-72-71-74 and
finished in sudden death with a
tournament total of 283, sank a 3-foot
pressure putt for par on the first playoff
hole before one of the largest galleries in
tournament history to win the
tournament and $63,000—more money
than he had earned in his entire four-plus
years as a touring pro. Mike is pictured
above accepting the tournament trophy
from famous golfer Arnold Palmer.

Inaugural meeting
of Alumni Council
held
The first meeting of the newly
organized Rollins Alumni Council
was held on Friday, March 25, 1983 at
the Casa Iberia and Hauck Hall. The
one-day workshop was preceded by a
special breakfast with members of the
Rollins College Board of Trustees.
Workshop leaders included Ms. Julia
Ingraham, Director of Admissions; Dr.
Robert F. Duvall, Vice President for

TAMPA BAY/ST. PETERSBURG/
CLEARWATER. Alumni and friends
gathered at the home of Mr. & Mrs. Bert
Martin '72 on February 25,
1983. The group enjoyed a delightful
fireside chat with Dean Theodore
Darrah, Professor Emeritus of
Religion. William R. Gordon '51,
Executive Director of the Alumni
Association, was also on hand to greet
alumni. Among those in attendance
were Phil Howland '49, Virginia
Sprinkle LaBrant '66, Ross A.
Fleischmann '55, Toni Perzia Everett
'59, Kurt Kleinschmidt '82, David
Jaffray '55, H. H. Everett '59, Page
Wurts '73, Gil '72 and Gail Smith
Klein '75, Ann Johnston Hearn '65,
Virginia "Dixie" Koos Hurley '49,
Martha Barksdale Wright '49 and Bud
Felix '53.

(L-R) Debra Page, David Jaffray '55, Tony Perzia
Everett '59, H. H. Everett '61, Ann Johnston
Hearn '65.
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^f\ Seeing his picture with the 1916-17
md\3 Rollins football team in the Winter
issue of The Alumni Record spurred Stanley
West to write us a letter. He and his wife are
both retired and live in Harbour Heights, FL.
Stanley visited Norman Fletcher while in
Cleveland several years ago—the only fellow
team member he has seen since leaving
Rollins.
^ /j Katharine "Kitty" Barnes Sloan
^^W reports that her son, Alexander
Maxwell Sloan, Jr., M.D., is currently a
Brigadier General and Director of Plans &
Resources for the Medical Department, Office
of the Surgeon General, U.S. Air Force. He is
stationed at Bowling AFB. Daughter Mary
Elizabeth Sloan Eckhardt '46 is head of the
Graphics Department at Old Dominion
Publishing Company, Alexandria, VA and
resides in Haymarket, VA.
^ ^ Ruth Amy Sebring writes: "My
£*%J daughter, Verdelle, and I enjoyed an
historical tour of Georgia, Alabama, Kentucky
and Tennessee—with two days at the World's
Fair. Fantastic!"
^ft Damaris O. Wilson reports that a
*J\j "collection of Rollins old-timers" had
a house party in New Smyrna Beach in late
March. "Dickie Colado ('27) was the
instigator." John A. McClellan took it easy
this winter—"Did not get to Florida at all, but
was thinking about going for a while. Now a
very amateur archeologist. Have another
dog—he just walked in from somewhere. More
to feed now."
/

\'\ Candace Secor Schmidt writes: "As
*J A Candy Secor, I married Jim Armstrong
'32 (died '71). Our grandson, George M.
Barton, Jr., is at Patrick AFB and taking
Rollins courses there. He is expecting to
graduate sometime this year ('83)." Jane
Folsom Berry reports that she is working parttime at KUGS-FM, a non-commercial
community radio station largely supported by
Western Washington University, and was
recently elected President of the Altrusa Club
of Bellingham (WA). "Altrusa is an
International Service Club for women
executives. There is an active club in Winter
Park, and I'm sure many Rollins graduates are
members (somewhere)."
^ ^ Frederic and Helen Elder Sackett both
%y*J retired from teaching at the University
of Puerto Rico in 1972. Son Robert is
practicing law in New York City, and a
grandson, age 21, just completed his third year
at Columbia University. Helen and Frederic
wish they could have joined their classmates
for their 50th Reunion.
^^ Hannabelle Walker Vancil and Vivien
w^ Skinner Rogers Grant, who as Rollins
freshmen roomed across the hall from each
other in Cloverleaf Dorm, had a reunion in
February '83. Hannabelle contacted Vivien,
having gotten her married name and address
from the Rollins Alumni Directory! The two
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IN MEMORIAM

Sally Stearns Brown '36
Sally Stearns Brown is listed in Joseph
Kane's Famous First Facts and
Records as follows: "First woman coxswain of a men's collegiate varsity team
was Sally Stearns, who led the shell of
Rollins College, Winter Park, Fla., on
May 27, 1936 against Marietta College,
and on June 1, 1936 against Manhattan
College. The crew raced only twice in
1936, losing to Marietta by four lengths
and winning from Manhattan by a halflength."
Sally's husband, COL Robert C.
Brown, reflects upon this first in
intercollegiate crew: "At the time, Coach
Bradley was deeply mortified at having to
use a woman to get a winning crew—and
Sally was listed in the program as
'S. Stearns.' She wore a cap to conceal
her hair, and tightened the restraints
around her breasts. It was a national
cause celebra for several weeks when
gossip columnist Walter Winchell got
wind of the masquerade and broke the

story with a headline of 'Tee Hee, He's a
She."
Jean Parker Waterbury '36 writes of
her close friend and former Rollins
classmate: "Sally cherished quietly her
pride in being a Rollins alumna and the
first woman to cox a crew in intercollegiate races. True, this crew lost,
rowing against a (Marietta) boat, but
still, she was a cox, she was a woman, it
was an intercollegiate race, and it was a
first of its kind. Her later achievements
as the moving spirit in the Peterborough
(NH) Players, a foremost summer theatre
celebrating its 50th anniversary this year,
were played against that odd-to-hertheatre-friends achievement. But to a
fellow alumna, she often spoke of her
satisfaction with that far-away period of
her life."
Sally Stearns Brown will live on in
Rollins history for her role in pioneering
co-ed participation in a previously allmale sport—a first for Rollins and a first
for intercollegiate athletics.

had breakfast at Vivien's home in Dunedin,
FL with their spouses, Bob Grant and Harold
Vancil, after which the Vancils went on down
to Sarasota for a holiday. The two couples
then met at EPCOT on March 1st and 2nd for
two days of fun and reminiscing. Amazed at
how little they had changed over the last 50
years, both mentally and physically,
Hannabelle and Vivian agreed: "Rollins
students stay young!"

Decade of Glory—Flying 1927-1937, to be
released this spring. The book will be
published in hard cover by Todd & Honeywell.

T dZ Marlen Eldredge Neumann keeps busy
tJ\3 as Chairman of Bookfair '83, Board
member of the Association of American
Foreign Service Women, member of the Board
of Directors of the Sumner Village Community
Association, Co-Chairman of a Budget
Restructuring Group and member of the Altar
Guild, St. Columba's Episcopal Church.
'i^ Miriam L. Gaertner writes: "I very
»J / much enjoyed the Travel Dynamics
cruise on the M.V. Illiria co-sponsored by
Rollins in September. It's too bad that so few
Rollins alumni were aboard. The trip along the
seacoast and on the rivers of Portugal, Spain,
France and Belgium, with many interesting
stops en route, was really top drawer in every
aspect." Dorothy "Cricket" Manwaring
Huber is Chairman of the Jupiter Island
Library and Treasurer of the Jupiter Island
Garden Club Inc. Bazaar. She recently won
the Marion Thayer Golf Tournament. Joy
Billingsley Compton has written and illustrated
a senior juvenile history of aviation entitled A

"lO Olga Matthews Hux writes: "Our sons
»/0 have two children each—we have one
granddaughter. John and I are fortunate that
we all live in Sikeston (MO)."
A^\ Elizabeth "Betty" Stevens Hunt owns
^ _l a small Thoroughbred breeding farm
just outside of Ocala, FL. "Horsefeathers"
invites any horse-loving alumni and/or
classmates to "come say 'hi.' " Jesse Gregg,
passing through Winter Park, lectured to the
Rollins Theatre Arts Department on Tennessee
Williams to commemorate the playwright's
recent passing.
/\ S^ Jeanne Oil Darby and husband James
^wj are enjoying a lovely new home at
John's Island, Vero Beach, FL. They spend
their summers at Bethany Beach, Delaware.
Jeanne has been playing golf and has gone
back to her painting again.
A^ Congratulations to Betty Rosenquest
^W I Pratt on being the National Senior
Women's 55 & over Clay, Grass and
Hardcourt Singles Champion.
/| ft Virginia Gates Atterbury writes: "One
^O of our Labrador Retrievers finished in
the top ten dogs in the U.S. at the National
Championship Stake, November '82, Busch
Memorial Wildlife Area, Welden Spring, MO.
We have five others, younger, which we hope

will be future National Champions. We have
at present three Field and Amateur Field
Champions and one Canadian. "Some
hobby." Joyce Junglas Attee and daughter
Robin '75 exhibited paintings and prints in a
group showing of members of the Cincinnati
Nature Center in March and in the annual
Indian Hill Artists Show in May. Joyce also
recently exhibited in a group show at the
Town Club of Cincinnati.
^fi Art Durgin has been appointed
fj\j Marketing Manager for Puget Sound
Mailing, Inc., Seattle, WA. We extend our
sympathy to Thomas Hagood and his
brothers, Ralph '43 and L. Jerome, Jr. '41, on
the recent death of their father, L. Jerome
Hagood. Ted Emery, while on a recent trip to
Lancaster, CA for the 40th reunion of his
WWII B-24 Bomb Group, visited with Janet
Ott Allwart '49. Janet would like any Rollins
alumni living in or visiting the area to give her
a call.
f "1 Suzanne Ferris-Hammer writes from
%J JL Somerset, NJ: "I have just completed
a very successful run of "The Sound of
Music," singing the role of the Mother
Abbess. I now also teach a dramatics class and
direct, besides my own private teaching of
voice, piano and organ. It seems I become
more involved as the years pass, but I love
every minute of it." Belty Rowland Probasco
was chosen Tennessee's Amateur Athlete of
the Year for 1982 by the Tennessee Sports
Hall of Fame. Gretchen Herpel Franklin writes
that she thoroughly enjoyed going back to
school and earning a certificate in medical
assisting. "Am not working at present as am
awaiting arrival of Linda's first baby (my first
grandchild!). Gained another lovely daughter
last month when my son, Bill, was married.
All three musically talented—saxophone, flute
and guitar, and trombone—and the melody
plays on!" Alice Smith Johnson reports that
husband Paul received his Financial Planning
Certification after studying for two years and
is now working for Investors' Diversified
Services. "His desire to become a financial
planner came about after we attended the
seminar at the Reunion two years ago and
heard Carter Randall and a lot of other good
speakers. Now that we are permanent residents
of Vero Beach, we hope we'll hear from other
Rollins alums and from other Thetas. Saw
Dana Abbott Ligare and heard from Betty
Lou Browning Grant. Hope to see Val Stacy
Terris and Betty Mikkelson Martin '50 soon."
Elaine "Rusty" Rounds Budd writes for the
Connecticut section of the New York Times.
"My daughter, Tracy, a Theatre Arts major at
Penn State, pledged Gamma Phi Beta—my old
sorority while at Rollins." Lucy Bright
Thatcher was recently elected Commissioner of
Parks and Playgrounds for Lookout
Mountain, TN.
^^ Dale Travis Busche is busy with
*} A* community activities in Charlotte, NC,
including AAUW, Audubon Society, Christian
Women's club, Pi Beta Phi Charlotte Alumnae

Club, Newcomers' Club of Charlotte and Mint
Museum. She, her husband, Bob, and their
two daughters enjoy living in the Queen City,
where Bob is Physical Plant Director at
U.N.C.C. and Dale is taking graduate courses
in Speech and Hearing for NC recertification.
Robert Heath has been active in The American
Legion as Tompkins County Commander in
the Department of New York. He is also
chairperson of two organizations, Veterans
Caucus and NEA Veterans Caucus, with his
goal being to obtain laws granting pension
credit in retirement systems for up to five
years of honorable duty, regardless of when or
where rendered. "If you wish to join Veterans
Caucus, send your name, address, years of
duty and a $10 check to Veterans Caucus, 318
Warren Place, Ithaca, NY 14850."
ff^ Barbara Mack Watters travels often to
*?%? North Carolina in summer, will be
escorting a trip for the St. Petersburg Motor
Club and is enjoying her three grandchildren.
She went on an expedition to Tasmania,
Australia in February 1982 with Earthwater
Expeditions. Raymond J. Burchett is still
racing in the offshore fleet and in 1982
completed his 40th Chicago-Mackinac race. He
visited Bill McGaw '53 and Dick Colabella '57
in Southern California in January.
iZ/Z On February 4, 1983, The Rev. George
%? vl W. Milam was appointed Resource
Person to the professors at Jacksonville
University in the fields of Religion, History,
Sociology and Psychology.
^ O Dolly Evelyn was married, for the
^O second time, in 1982, to Basil Winston,
an importer and distributor of European
wines. "We have a beautiful son, Timothy,
born in June. It is a gift to have a baby at
45—thrilling! Have started a book on Brasil
and am writing articles on food. In September,
Craig Claiborne celebrated is 60th Birthday
and publication of his new book, "Memoirs
With Recipes," with a party to which 36 chefs
from all over the world were invited. I was
one of them—prepared Brasilian Barbeau!"
William G. Karslake writes that son William,
Jr. (20) is a sophomore at Hampden-Sydney
College in Virginia and daughter Beth (17) is
considering entering Rollins next fall.
f\t\ Valerie Baumrind Joseph and her
Vr Vf husband recently went into the antiques
business, handling glass, books and other
collectibles and showing at malls and other
antique shows. "I find being an antiques
dealer a great deal of fun and a good
diversion from my teaching, which I continue
to enjoy." Phyllis Zatlin is now in her 20th
year at Rutgers—The State University, where
she serves as Department Chair of Spanish and
Portuguese. "I was very pleased to return to
Rollins February 10-12, 1983 as a participant
in the excellent Southeast Conference on
Romance Languages and Literatures organized
by the Rollins Foreign Language faculty."

The Boyd Coffies: Linda Quails '62, H. Boyd '59,
H. Boyd 111 and J. Ashlie '85.
/Z't Rosalie C. Hallbauer is currently
vf A Acting Director of the School of
Accounting, College of Business
Administration, Florida International
University.
dZ^ In addition to his duties as Professor
\J At and Head of the Department of
Psychology at Rollins, Roger Ray is heavily
involved in family food processing and
distribution businesses in Indiana and Iowa.
Roger spent 2Vi weeks during the 1983 Winter
Term in the Soviet Union as an invited
participant in the Conference on Higher
Nervous Activity. Alyse McKay Baier writes:
"I am told I was listed as 'Missing in Action'
in a Rollins alumni publication. At the time I
was working at the White House under
President Carter as a special advisor on urban
policy. Prior to that I was Director of
Economic Development for the City of
Atlanta. I've kept my home in Atlanta, but
am still living in and loving Georgetown in
Washington with my three children, spending
weekends on the Chesapeake Bay and having a
part-time office in New York. I'm investing in
real estate in hopes of becoming financially
independent, considering the high risk of
political employment!" David Cooper is
presently involved in several large real estate
projects in Boulder, CO. He has just
established the second company in the U.S. to
make marine chronometers and owns the only
known example of the first company's work,
chronometer #4 of the company of Little &
Elmer, Bridgeton, NJ, circa 1830.
dZ/\ Robert J. Carlson writes that he, his
vf*J bride, Glynis, and daughter, Cheryl,
have moved to the Philadelphia area from
Pittsburgh.
f\f\ Jamcs '• Butler reports that Carl
vf vF Jenter, his wife and two children
visited him while on their Florida vacation
from Connecticut in March 1983. Mitzie
Gissendaner May is presently a senior therapist
working in a drug prevention program in an
elementary school. She continues to enjoy her
hobby of creative sewing and has a small
business which includes heirloom hemstitching.
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dZ^ Alice Clement Coles got her first
Vf / ranking in tennis, #3 in Malta and #7
in Virginia, for Women's Singles in the 35's—
"My first try!"
/CO Vida Hull was the featured artist at the
vf O Hang Up Gallery in Brevard, NC from
Nov.-Dec. 1982 with an exhibit of hand-built
clay sculpture entitled "Fantasticly Figural."
From Aug.-Sept. 1982, he was a participating
craftworker at the Maryland Renaissance
Festival, where he met Gary Young '68, an
actor participant. Sterling Case was recently
elected Vice President of Development,
Spartanburg Methodist College, Spartanburg,
SC.
^ ~\ Betty Tenn Lawrence will graduate a
/ A member of the Class of '83 at Duke
Law School in May. Overwhelmed by curiosity
and city lights, she will associate in the fall
with the firm of Davis Polk & Wardwell in
NYC. Lisa Taffinder Stubbs married Earle
Copeland Stubbs (B.I.D. and R.I.S.D.) in
1977 and has a son, Tyler Taffinder, born
October 23, 1982. Lisa is still living in
Newport, RI.
^^ Robert Malis married Catherine Mann
/ jL of Nashville, TN on July 24, 1982.
Bob, Cathy and 10-year-old daughter Michelle
reside in Honolulu, HI, where Bob is an
operations analyst for the Pacific Command
and Cathy manages a cosmetics studio. Marcia
Fox has just joined Addison-Wesley Publishing
Co. as a Reading & Math Consultant in the
school division.
*J^L '• Mark Landers is a Guidance and
/ J Testing Officer at the Orlando Naval
Training Center. Charles H. Perlo is involved
with creating a computer-assisted inventory

management system for the Yacht Systems
Division of Hood Sailmakers. Dick Dayton
reports that he, wife Patty Wynne Dayton '76,
Kenn Wynne '72, John Hanson '71 and
Snowden Smith '74 will raft down the
Colorado River then reminisce on a 55-foot
houseboat for a week in September 1983.
Peter G. Phillips is director of a
neighborhood-based community organization
organizing working class and low income
residents of Mobile, AL to affect political
change and improve their own neighborhoods.
Peter is married to Sarah Benz and has two
children, John (11) and Lauren (18 mos.).
Karen Rathje Shaw writes: "Bill and I are now
the proud parents of a wonderful daughter
named Lindsay Anne. She was born August
24, 1982." Marilyn M. Burton is once again
President of her local teachers association and
has also been elected President of the
Northern Maine UNISERV Council, a countywide association of teachers. In February 1983,
she was elected to the Maine Teachers
Association Representative Assembly for a
three-year term. Besides being an English
Department Chair at Southern Aroostook
Community High School, she is a lobbyist for
the legislature in Maine and is serving on the
Maine Drama Council, which oversees high
school drama activities. "Summer will be
welcome as I am planning another London
adventure." Lynn Dick Chase and husband
Michael have lived in the Kansas City area for
the last six years, where they have their own
sales rep business. They have one child,
Heather, now four years old. After five years
as Ringmaster of the Ringling Bros. Barnum &
Bailey Circus, Christopher "Kit" Haskett
plans to leave the Greatest Show on Earth in
November. "I would like to get into Christian
ministry, not as an ordained minister, but with
singing or drama."

mm*
You are now a Rollins roving reporter . . .
Please use the space below to send us news of yourself and your Rollins friends,
and at the same time include any address changes. Photographs are always welcome.
Thanks for covering this special "beat" for The Alumni Record.
Name_

. Class of

Address
check if new

Home Phone (

)_

. Business Phone (

)_

T A. Ivan Harlow is currently ranked #5 by
/ ^W the Eastern Tennis Association in
Men's Doubles (1982-83, Eastern States).
Diane Hughes Young reports the birth of her
second child, Megan Emily, on November 1,
1982. Sue Carson Farmer and husband George
became the proud parents of Matthew David
and Clare Elizabeth on November 26, 1982.
"David and Clare were a surprise, of sorts.
We'd just had the sonogram to determine
twins that morning and I went into labor at
4:30 that afternoon. The twins were 10 weeks
early, so I was shipped via ambulance to
Oklahoma City to have them because of the
neo-natal facilities available there. There's
nothing like going through labor in the back
of an ambulance—we had the siren going and
the lights flashing! We got to the hospital at
10:10 p.m. and Matt arrived on the scene at
10:21, Clare at 10:34. Matt weighed in at 3 lb.
3 oz. and Clare was 2 lb. 15 oz. They were
taken to the Children's Memorial Hospital
Neo-Natal Intensive Care Unit, where they
were on respirators for about a week and
spent a total of 66 days. The twins were
discharged on January 31, 1983 and we are
pleased to report that they are doing great!
Matt weighs lO'/i lbs. and Clare's an even 10.
Mother and Father are still recovering from
the shock!" After graduating from Rollins,
Melanie Bateman Sellers received an MA in
Spanish from Middlebury College, taught
Spanish at Oldsfield School, MD, and received
an MBA from Southern Methodist University.
She has worked as a financial analyst with
Zenith, Inc. in Mexico and Occidental
Petroleum in Houston, TX. Melanie was
married in April 1980 to Wynne Sellers and
has a daughter, Melissa Agnes, born in August
1982. Mary Davis Meo has become very active
in political lobbying during the past few years.
She has been especially active with NOW,
ACLU and the League of Women Voters, with
most of her lobbying efforts aimed at ensuring
civil rights, women's rights and civil liberties.
"As a result of my volunteer work as a
lobbyist, I have decided that my future lies in
law. So, this fall I'll begin work on my JD at
Temple Law School. I hope, eventually, to
work as a civil rights/public interest lawyer."
Vicki Hiatt was married on October 9, 1982 to
Robert Chalich in Ft. Lauderdale, FL. After
honeymooning in San Francisco, they both
resumed their careers as stockbrokers for J. C.
Bradford, Atlanta, GA, where Bob is a Vice
President. Carol Van Deusen married John T.
Casey, Jr. on September 25, 1982 in Guilford,
CT.
^ S Daniel C. de Menocal, Jr. has been
/ «J appointed a Vice President of Irving
Trust Company, where he handles institutional
sales in the Municipal Bond Department.

Occupation
News Iiem(s)

Please return to: Alumni Office, Box 2736, Rollins College, Winter Park, Florida 32789.
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^£Z We extend our sympathy to Lynn
/ vf Paredes-Manfredi on the death of her
husband, Terry, in a boating accident on
January 8, 1983. At the time of his death,
Terry was teaching at Walker Junior High as
well as coaching football at the University of
Central Florida. Dana Fredebaugh is a homeresource teacher in an Early Childhood Special

Education program, working with special ed.
pre-schoolers who are mainstreamed into
Headstarts and Day Care programs as well as
with their classroom teachers and parents. In
addition, she is working on the stage crew of
the College of the Virgin Islands' performing
arts center and is singing with the Caribbean
Chorale. Melissa Morris Mishoe and husband
Floyd live in Orlando with their two active
children, Scott (4) and Elizabeth (1). Dragana
Nastasic Lickle was featured on the cover of
the March 1983 issue of Town & Country
magazine.
''T^T Caroline Jogerst Sabin and husband
/ / Bill have been living in Mexico for
three years. They became the proud parents of
a baby boy, Colin Sevier, on July 26, 1982.
Dora Maria Carrion Thomas and husband
Nevin and been married for 2'/2 years and are
enjoying living and working in Sarasota, FL.
"I see Nancy Yeargin and Boo Burrows
Andrews often and always enjoy talking about
my Rollins years." John Hanlon, Jr. was
recently named Manager of the Individual
Disability Markets and Promotion Department
of Union Mutual Life Insurance Company.
Nancy Martin Quintano and husband Eugene
have moved to Los Angeles to continue filmmaking. Their latest film, "Treasure of the
Four Crowns", in 3-D, was released in
February nationwide. "My husband has
written a screenplay—a comedy—and we're
now in the process of finishing the funding. I
will be Associate Producer! Saw Professor
Lemon in Florence, Italy this past summer—I
was in Rome doing post-production work on
'Treasure of the Four Crowns.' " Cathy Pixley
McLaury writes: "Eric and I are having a
great time getting to know our daughter,
Emily, born February 8, 1983. William D.
Hejl writes: "Since graduating from Rollins
(PAFB Branch), my wife, Norine, and I have
moved to Tampa (May '77), been blessed by
the birth of two daughters (July '79 and
August '82) and purchased a house. After
working as an Internal Auditor at Maas Bros,
for nearly two years, I am currently an
Internal Auditor at the University of South
Florida (almost four years). I am enrolled
part-time in the MBA program at USF and
passed both parts of the Certified Internal
Auditor (CIA) exam which I attempted in
Nov. '82. We are enjoying being members of a
local Baptist church and looking forward to a
spring garden and spring weather." Wickford
Welden remains single and continues to work
as an underwriter for New York State
Insurance Fund.
^O Cynthia Tallant Deininger was recently
/ O elected President of the DeKalb County
Young Republicans, the largest, strongest
Young Republican club in the State of
Georgia. Her husband, Mark, is currently
serving a two-year term as State Chairman of
the Georgia Young Republicans. "It is a great
organization, with activities taking us to
Washington, D.C., New Orleans, Savannah
and Niagara Falls, just to name a few."
Carolyn Pecka Brooks was recently named
Development Director for Hospice of the
North Coast. Responsible for all fundraising
and public relations work for the organization,
Carolyn finds her job very challenging.
"Marshall and I got together with Susan
Stickney Rohrer and her husband, Doug, over

the holidays. They live in L.A. and she flys
for P.S.A. Pat Whalen has just moved to the
Oakland area and flys for World Airways.
Diana Mathes received her MBA from the
University of Texas this December." Dany
Wachtel resides in Selestat, France, where he is
President of Tennispro Distribution,
distributors of tennis stringing machines and
tennis strings. Dany stopped by Rollins en
route to a tennis camp in Tampa, FL. Grover
Gardner recently performed in two one-act
plays, "Mr. Happiness" and "The Arnold
Bliss Show," at the Washington College
Student Center.
^f\ Ginger Ross married Ned P. Landers
/ Jr on November 27, 1982 at the First
Congregational Church, Winter Park. Ginger
has started her own flight school and pilot
supply store, Landers Flight Shop, at Orlando
Executive Airport. After four years as
President of Wesleyan College, Macon, GA,
Dr. Fred W. Hicks will become Chancellor of
Coastal Carolina College of the University of
South Carolina in Myrtle Beach on July 1.
Prior to his Presidency at Wesleyan, Hicks
was executive vice president of Rollins College.
Carol Graham was recently promoted to the
position of Assistant Registrar at the High
Museum of Art in Atlanta, GA and is playing
an active part in the actual transfer of the art
collection and records to a brand new museum
building scheduled to open in the Fall of 1983.
She gives frequent public tours and would
welcome any Rollins alumni to stop in for a
visit and a private tour. Carol received her
MA degree in Art History from Emory
University in 1982.
Gf\ For the past three years, Barbara Joy
O Vf Wilkinson has been owner and
operator of "Barbara's Ski World," a
waterskiing school located at Sandpiper Bay
Resort, Port St. Lucie, FL. On May 14th and
15th, Barbara's Ski World, Sandpiper Bay
Resort and the Gold Coast Ski Club hosted
the Second Annual Florida State Water Ski
Show Tournament. Ashley Holmes and Rick
Page '79 were married on December 18, 1982
in Winter Park. Tom Francis '79 was in the
wedding party, and other Rollins friends
attending the wedding included Cheryl Willey
'81, Craig Starkey '81, Frank Ricci '79, Jana
Slavens '80, Julie Massaro '80, Cynthia Garner
'79, Tala Brodie '81, Steve and Terri Ward
McDonald '80, David '80 and Suzie Santilli
Hall '83 and Charlie and Peggy Murray
Cacciabeve '78. Rick is presently working for
Schering/Plough (Maybelline) as an Account
Representative. Ashley teaches at Orlo Vista
School in Orlando and supervises a Saturday
school for learning disabled children at the de
Paul School of Central Florida. Marjorie
"Mudgie" Couch married Andrew Holland
'78 on April 16, 1983 in Clearwater, FL.
O *t Dawn Hewitt is Personal Staff
O -1. Assistant/Appointments for
Congressman Andy Ireland from Florida-lOth
District. Tracy Strickland has been appointed
Training Manager for Victor Technologies,
Inc., manufacturer of the VICTOR 9000
Business Computer. Kenneth H. Bachelor
graduated from Officer Training School in

Hanlon '77

Crimmings '81

December 1981 and from Pilot Training at
Loughlin AFB in December 1982, where he
trained in T-37 and T-38 training jets. He is
presently assigned to transition training from
T-38 training jets to F-4 (Phantom) fighters.
David Redding is Program Coordinator for
Distributive Education & Diversified Education
for Orange County (FL) Public Schools. Wife
Audrey is Coordinator for "Un Pociquito" in
Orange County and teaches adult education
for Haitians. H. Crawford Griffith is happy to
announce his engagement to Helen Raynolds
'83 and his new job at Martin Marietta Data
Systems, working with Michelle Patnode '80
and Michael Fannon '79. Jean "Bitsy"
Tristram Hoopingarner and husband Keith are
the proud parents of a baby girl, Elise Joy,
born March 20, 1983 at 6 lb. 12 oz. M. Craig
Crimmings has been promoted to Office
Manager of Barnett Bank of Jacksonville's
Roosevelt office.
O^ Christine C. Goodman reports that she
is loving her job as a kindergarten
teacher and plans to begin taking classes
toward her Master's in Early Childhood
Education/Reading this summer. "I adore
being back in New York City. Many Rollins
people are here—it's great! I am on the
Steering Committee of The Rollins Club of
New York (our new club)—it's fun remaining
involved with Rollins." Peter. DeLone has
accepted a position in the Finance Department
with General Electric in Daytona Beach. James
C. Buffum writes: "I have traveled to
California in hopes of finding myself. Right
now I'm selling hotdogs on the beach in San
Diego." Scott Ashby will be married on May
28, 1983 in Charlotte, NC and will remain in
Winston-Salem through the Spring of 1984,
when he hopes to receive his MBA with a
concentration in Marketing and Human
Resource Development from Babcock
Graduate School of Management. Robin
Alexandra Yeuell was engaged in December
1982 and plans to be married on July 1, 1983
in Lincoln, MA to Charles R. Smith of Winter
Park, a jet pilot in the U.S. Navy. Kristin L.
Cooper will be the maid-of-honor and Cara E.
Hardter '83 will be a bridesmaid. Christie
Dunlap Caldie writes: "We just bought our
first home (closed on Jan. 17th—my birthday)
and love fixing it up, working in the yard and
all the other goodies that come with homeowning. We have wonderful neighbors who
leave grapefruit and oranges on our doorstep
and are able to tell us more about our home
than anybody—they've lived next door for 29
years." The Caldies celebrated their first
Anniversary on April 3, Easter Sunday—"It's
been a wonderful year filled with many
blessings."
OM
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Marriages
Robert Malis '72 to Catherine Mann, July
24, 1982.
James W. Berry '72 to Nancy Marshall, May
15, 1982.
Vicki Hiatt '74 to Robert Chalich, October
9, 1982.
Carol Van Deusen '74 to John T. Casey, Jr.,
September 25, 1982.
Karen E. Carow '78 to Paul Joseph Slaggert,
April 9, 1983.
Ginger Ross '79 to Ned P. Landers,
November 27, 1982.
Ashley Holmes '80 to Rick Page '79,
December 18, 1982.
Marjorie Couch '80 to Andrew Holland '78,
April 16, 1983.

Born to
Dolly Evelyn Winston '58 and husband
Basil, a son, Timothy, June 1982.
Steve Westgate '69 and wife Elizabeth, a
daughter, Rebecca Constance, March 1,
1982.
John A. Powell '70 and wife Barbara, a
daughter, Emily Anne, August 16, 1982.
Lisa Taffinder Stubbs '71 and husband
Earle, a son, Tyler Taffinder, October 23;
1982.
Karen Rathje Shaw '73 and husband Bill, a
daughter, Lindsay Anne, August 24, 1982.
Diane Hughes Young '74 and her husband, a
daughter, Megan Emily, November 1,
1982.
Sue Carson Farmer '74 and husband George,
twins, Matthew David and Clare Elizabeth,
November 26, 1982.
Melanie Bateman Sellers '74 and husband
Wynne, a daughter, Melissa Agnes, August
1982.
Anne Brafa-Mazur '75 and husband Richard,
a son, David Jacob, April 2, 1982.
Joan Boker Shisler '76 and husband Michael,
a daughter, Sara Lynn, December 16, 1982.
Caroline Jogerst Sabin '77 and husband Bill,
a son, Colin Sevier, July 26, 1982.
Cathy Pixley McLaury '77 and husband Eric,
a daughter, Emily, February 8, 1983.
Jean Tristram Hoopingarner '81 and
husband Keith, a daughter, Elise Joy,
March 20, 1983.

In Memoriam
Sally Stearns Brown '36, February 15, 1983.
Glenna B. Doane '78, January 24, 1983.
Willis V. DuPont '83, January 21, 1983.
Faculty:
Dr. Bruce B. Wavell, William R. Kenan, Jr.
Professor Emeritus of Philosophy, April 15,
1983.

My wife and I get a bit misty-eyed this
time of year. For it's spring—the season
when birds, bees, and people take on new
life. A quarter century ago during
springtime, the two of us fell in love at
Rollins College, and each March in
Washington as the crocuses make their
way out of the ground, our thoughts
return to our budding days in Central
Florida.
To be sure, Florida springs are more
subtle than Yankee ones. There is more
light, more delightful fragrances in the
air than usual, and, most of all, just
about the most perfect temperature. Not
as hot as summer, not as inconsistent as
winter.
We spent our last spring at Rollins
holding hands—in the morning as we met
each other at the beanery for a kiss and
orange juice; between classes our pinkies
came together for a much briefer touch.
Then there was the late afternoon and
the long hand-to-hand strolls, from the
Music Conservatory where she had
classes that never seemed to end, along

Lake Virginia, and occasionally, as our
funds permitted, into downtown Winter
Park to Morrison's Cafeteria where she
invariably ordered a medium-well piece
of meat that was never cooked enough (it
took me two decades to convince her that
well-done was what she wanted). Then
off to Vespers where spring seemed to
work its way on the soul and to the
library to study—or at least the attempt.
In those spring days there was still a
Cloverleaf dormitory where the day was
brought to an end—and at 10 p.m. on
weekdays! We sat on that wooden dorm's
old steps and porch swings until Father
Time—or the dorm mother—dictated that
we part. Then the wonderful cycle began
all over again the next day.
My wife and I like to believe that
there's a certain chemistry to love that is
accelerated by spring days and evenings,
especially in Florida. Of course, we can't
define the formula, but we pay homage
to it each March. And to tide us over the
rest of the year, we still hold hands.
BY THOMAS V. DIBACCO '59
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Officer, Sun Banks of
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I teD them I'm a Liberal Arts major
And then, of course, they say:
how quaint; and what are you going to do
with that?
What am I going to do with it?
as though these four phenomenal years
were an object I could cart away from college—
a bachelor's degree across my back like an
ermine jacket,
or my education hung from a ceiling on a string.
What am I going to do with it?
Well, I thought perhaps I'd put it in a cage
to see if it multiplies or does tricks or
something
so I could enter it in a circus
and realize a sound dollar-for-dollar return
on my investment.
Then, too, I am exploring the possibility of
whipping it out like a folding chair
at V.F.W. parades and Kiwanis picnics.
I might have it shipped and drive it through
Italy.
Or sand it down and sail it.
What am I going to do with it?
I'll tell you one thing:
I'm probably never going to plant sod around it.

You see, I'm making it a definitive work:
repapering parts of my soul
that can never be toured by my friends;
wine glass balanced in one hand,
warning guests to watch the beam
that hits people on the head
when they go downstairs to see the den.
You don't understand—
I'm using every breath to tread water
in all-night swimming competitions
with Hegel, Marx, and Wittgenstein;
I am a reckless driver foundling the bottom of
civilization
for ropes of pearls;
I am whispering late into the night on a river
bank with Zola;
I am stopping often, soaking wet and exhausted,
to weep
at the Bastille.
What am I going to do with it?
I'm going to sneak it away from my family
gathered for my commencement
and roam the high desert
making love to it.
—Carol Jin Evans

Appeared originally in a 1980 copyrighted edition of
The Chronicle of Higher Education. Reprinted with
permission.

